Discrimination of narrow-band spectra. I: Spectral weights and pitch cues.
The ability to detect changes in the spectral shape of narrow-band tonal complexes (spectral profiles) is examined. The standard consists of three tones of equal intensity; thresholds for detecting an increment in the level of the central, 1000-Hz tone are estimated. A roving-level procedure is used in order to impose a statistical limit on thresholds that can be obtained by basing discriminations on absolute intensity. Estimated thresholds are consistently below this limit, thus indicating the use of other cues. Generally, thresholds are constant for bandwidths ranging from less than a critical band to greater than several octaves. Spectral weight estimates, however, are highly dependent on bandwidth, providing evidence that the discrimination of narrow-band spectra involves different auditory processes than those used to discriminate wideband spectra. Additional data show that pitch cues are important within a restricted range of intermediate bandwidth, but not for wideband or very narrow-band spectra. A version of the EWAIF model involving off-frequency listening is proposed to account for the results.